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Targeted Visitor Script by Mike Mograbi Can You Afford to Lose 200,000 Potential Customers Every

Month? Targeted Visitor Script by Mike Mograbi Can You Afford to Lose 200,000 Potential Customers

Every Month? How to Get Over 200,000 Potential Customers (Every Month) from Google, Yahoo and

MSN! Using a "Little-Known Robot"! If you think we're kidding, you might like to know that this is

something that has been tested and proven to work! You Want to Be a Super Affiliate? You CAN Be!

Here's What You Get When You Order TargetedVisitor    Easy configuration and installation. No

programmer is required.    Complete web-based management system.    Import hundreds or even

thousands of your favorite keywords.    Set up your destination URLs where you want the visitors to go.   

Generate thousands pages of unique content webpages with targeted keywords for top search engines

including Google, Yahoo and MSN automatically.    Easy to remove the old pages and re-generate a set

of new web pages.    Pages created are "self-linking", creating a never-ending network of pages for

spiders to explore.    Set up massive numbers of backlinks to your website. Let search engines give

special credits to it.    No license requirement. You can set up as many as TargetedVisitor as you like.   

One-time fee. No on-going subscription.    No more expensive advertising campaign.    Focus on your

business development.    Lifetime Upgrade. Don't overlook this promise. I conduct SEO research

everyday and try to optimize the performance of the TargetedVisitor. Only my customers will get the latest

scripts & tips that your competitors never know! Please read the license terms below carefully: [Yes]

Includes Reseller Website [Yes] Can Sell Master Resale Rights [Yes] Must Be Sold As A Stand Alone

Product [NO] Can be added to free membership sites [NO] Can be added to paid membership sites [NO]

Can be offered through auction sites [NO] Can be offered as a bonus [NO] Can be given away [NO] Can

be packaged (Every Month) from Google, Yahoo and MSN! Using a "Little-Known Robot"! If you think

we're kidding, you might like to know that this is something that has been tested and proven to work! You

Want to Be a Super Affiliate? You CAN Be! Here's What You Get When You Order TargetedVisitor   

Easy configuration and installation. No programmer is required.    Complete web-based management
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system.    Import hundreds or even thousands of your favorite keywords.    Set up your destination URLs

where you want the visitors to go.    Generate thousands pages of unique content webpages with

targeted keywords for top search engines including Google, Yahoo and MSN automatically.    Easy to

remove the old pages and re-generate a set of new web pages.    Pages created are "self-linking",

creating a never-ending network of pages for spiders to explore.    Set up massive numbers of backlinks

to your website. Let search engines give special credits to it.    No license requirement. You can set up as

many as TargetedVisitor as you like.    One-time fee. No on-going subscription.    No more expensive

advertising campaign.    Focus on your business development.    Lifetime Upgrade. Don't overlook this

promise. I conduct SEO research everyday and try to optimize the performance of the TargetedVisitor.

Only my customers will get the latest scripts & tips that your competitors never know! Please read the

license terms below carefully: [Yes] Includes Reseller Website [Yes] Can Sell Master Resale Rights [Yes]

Must Be Sold As A Stand Alone Product [NO] Can be added to free membership sites [NO] Can be

added to paid membership sites [NO] Can be offered through auction sites [NO] Can be offered as a

bonus [NO] Can be given away [NO] Can be packaged Tags: how to get over 200 000 potential

customers (every month) from google yahoo and msn! using a "little-known robot"!, can you afford to lose

200 000 potential customers every month
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